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It’s no secret that weddings are our love language–the love story, the details , the celebration.
And while the moving parts of a perfectly-plated & orchestrated reception can still makes us
weak in knees, there is just something so purely romantic about an intimate elopement. And
when the elopement takes place in a pasture with baby cows (YES, baby cows!) and includes
fireside cocktails? We. Are. Here. For. It. That’s exactly what you’ll find with this cozy styled
shoot from KPD Photography, at one of the Eastern Shore’s most unique farm venues,
Prancing Deer Farm!

From KPD Photography: This was such a fun shoot! The collaboration stemmed from one
vendor taking a leap and moving to Washington for a new adventure – this shoot was her
farewell shoot! “And so the adventure begins” was the mantra for the shoot! Sometimes
couples get so caught up in what everyone else wants or would think of their wedding that
they forget what’s important, their lives becoming one.

We decided to style an elopement in which the focus was the couple. Liz and Dennis were
amazing, along with their dog Chester. Dennis actually proposed to Liz, unbeknownst to the
vendor team, with the phrase, and so the adventure begins!
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This shoot was set on a new venue on the Eastern Shore, Prancing Deer Farm. This is a
destination location for the adventurous and outdoor loving couple. Our shoot was surrounded
by the beautiful woodland outlining the property and the beautiful animals on Kelly’s farmette.

The couple enjoyed a simple ceremony and celebrated their nuptials fireside with hot toddys
and fresh donuts accompanied by their fur baby Chester as they watched an amazing sunset!

This shoot was simple but the attention to detail and styling was not missed. Hannah Belle
Events and Wild Hearted Beauty sourced every little detail to bring just the perfect element to
every aspect of this shoot. The vendor team was amazing and we look forward to joining Kelly
on her farm for future events!
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VENDORS:

Photographer | KPD Photography
Venue | Prancing Deer Farm
Planning & Design | Hannah Belle Events
Florals | Twisted Vine Floral Design
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Donuts | Full Circle Artisan Palace
Rentals | Virginia’s Vintage
Hair and Make Up | Wild Hearted Beauty
Stationery | Christina’s Paperie
Calligraphy | Signs of Our Lives
Dress | Wilderly, Mary’s Designer Bridal Boutique
Bride’s Shawl | Nicole J Boutique 
Ring Designer | Lauren B
Ring Box | Your Hearts Content 
Styling Ribbons | Honey Silks & Co
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